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RFS X.2 - DIFFERENCE OF PRIMARY CHARGES
by Master Daniel de Lincolia

[Obelisk Note:  I specifically chosen this article of Master Daniel’s, for this month,
because a rules letter calling for comment on potentially changing Rule X.2 (and others)
was circulated in the last Laurel letter.  While I cannot include the full text of the letter
this month, it is my hope that this article will aid heralds in understanding the rule as it
stands today.  This could lead to better commentary on the proposed changes.]

Rules for Submission X.2, an armory difference rule, causes a fair amount of
puzzlement, even for those with some commentary experience.  I strongly suggest that
any armory commenter read RfS X.2 and the Glossary of Terms, and understand the
many examples under X.2.  I can’t list all the examples here, for space reasons if nothing
else.

X.2: Difference of Primary Charges - Simple armory does
not conflict with other simple armory if the type of every primary
charge is substantially changed.  This type of change was normally
seen between complete strangers in blood, and wasn’t usually used to
indicate any form of cadency.

First, note that this says that they *do not conflict*, period.  In particular, the CD
count doesn’t matter.  Two coats might be only one CD apart and this rule (if it applies)
clears the conflict.  RfS X.1, “Addition [or Deletion] of Primary Charges”, works the
same way.  Thus, an easier way to conflict check can be to first see if either of RfS X.1
or X.2 applies, and only do the CD count if they don’t.  (OK, I lied a bit.  RfS X.5,
“Visual Test”, trumps all the rest of the conflict rules, even X.1 and X.2.)

There are four terms in this rule that need defining: “simple”, “type”, “primary
charge”, and “substantially changed”.

Finding the primary charge group is something I discuss in another article.  Briefly,
from the Glossary of Terms (the draft with the May, 1996, LoAR):

Primary Charge Group - The most important group of charges
in a piece of armory.  In blazons, the primary charge group is usually
mentioned immediately after the field.  (A strewn charge group is not
primary when it is blazoned before a central charge group.)  The pri-
mary charge is usually the central ordinary lying entirely on the field,
if one is present.  If there is no such central ordinary, then the primary
charge group is the set of charges of  the same size that lie in the
center of the design and directly on the field.  In any piece of armory
with charges there will always be a primary charge group, unless the
only charges are peripheral.  There cannot be more than one primary
charge group in any given design.

“Type” is also defined in the Glossary of Terms.  For X.2, tincture, posture and
 (Continued on page 9)
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KNOWNE  WORLD  HERALDIC  SYMPOSIUM  2000
June 23-25, 2000

The Incipient Canton of Westgate, in the Barony of Stargate, Ansteorra,
 is pleased to host the year 2000 heraldic and scribal symposium in Houston, Texas.

Site:    The site is Rice University, a historic institution located in the heart of the city, near shopping and
the museum district.   In an effort to minimize costs following last year’s European trip, attendees may
reside in the gothic designed dormitory buildings, with classes and workshops on campus.   Bed prices are
$16 per person per night, with linen service available for a small fee.  Each room houses two people, on
extended length twin beds, with bathrooms shared between suites of four to eight people.

Site will open at noon, Friday, June 23, 2000 at the dorm commons hall, and close at 2 pm on Sunday, June
25, 2000.   Site fee will be $15 per person.    Dorm cafeteria meal tickets are available for purchase at
reasonable prices.   A Saturday evening feast is being coordinated, fees and details will follow later.

Transportation:  Houston has two major airports, Bush Intercontinental and Hobby Airport.   Hobby is a
bit closer to the site, while Bush has more flight schedules.  Express Shuttle services will transport, for a
fee, from either airport to a nearby hotel.   Event staff will pick up attendees and transport them to the
campus, one mile away.    Continental Airlines, based in Houston, can provide an additional discount on
your ticket price, through their MeetingWorks, use Reference number: LDYZYL, “SCA Heraldry.”

Schedule:
Friday  6/23 – museum tours and shopping

Dinner break
Opening greeting
Evening Mixer 

Saturday 6/24 – Breakfast
Classes begin 9am
Lunch break
Classes continue till 5 or 6pm
Dinner break and Court
Evening Social

Sunday 6/25 - College of Arms meeting
College of Scribes meeting
Lunch break, Closing farewell

Activities:
West University Village shopping
Nearby Museum district

Print Museum of Houston
Fine Arts Museum
Natural History Museum

Heraldic/Scribal Games
Scribal display room
Lounge room with TV and videos
Merchants Row of Heraldic, Scribal
       and SCA related goods

Classes:  Five classrooms will be available in subject tracts of Onomastics, Heraldic Devices, Heraldic
Administration, Calligraphy and Illumination.  Please contact the Autocrat with your class proposal and
contact information if you wish to teach.

Event proceedings:  The populace at large may submit articles to be considered for inclusion in the
Heraldic and Scribal Proceedings booklet.  Articles, artwork and research papers may be sent to the
Autocrat; please include a signed release form.  Article in hardcopy and d iskette preferred.

Details on pre-registrations and dorm reservations will be in a following event announcement.
Checks will be made payable to “SCA, Inc., the Canton of Westgate.”

Autocrat:  Baroness Hillary Rose Greenslade  (Marsha Greene) 16831 Macleish, Houston, TX.  77084
(281) 855-9447  CST         marsha.greene@mpan.com
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Heraldic Mythology (or The Good, the Bad and the Cool-but-not-Period):
Part the Second—Picking a Name

One of the first things a person new to the SCA starts thinking about is a name. Here’s a golden opportunity to fix one of
those things many of us think our folks did wrong and give ourselves a name we like.  But there’s a lot that goes into picking one
you’ll like for life, just as “Johnny” may be fine for a kid but not so great as an adult.  In SCA naming, you’ve got to take into
consideration not only personal taste in terms of how the name sounds, but also the persona you want, the historicity of the
name, and, if you want to register it, the SCA requirements.

Considerations in Picking a Name
Well, yes, you can change your SCA name if you don’t like it.  But much like your real name, it can be a big hassle unless

you’re new enough that no one knows you anyway, or you’ve just moved to a new kingdom and are starting over anyway, or
you’re so well known everyone will be talking about it.  So, although if you decide you’ve made a mistake it can be rectified
with minimal cost and some hassle, you really want to give yourself adequate time and reflection to make sure you find the name
that is yours, and that you can live with.

The conventional wisdom is to pick a name that sounds like your real name. The reasoning behind this is that it will be
easier for you to remember your SCA name and respond to it. Although that may be true, I don’t advocate that approach to
finding a name, although it seems to work well for some people.  Your real name is a product of twentieth (and soon, twenty-
first) century naming practices, which may not have a corollary in medieval practice.  Besides, that limits your choices for
persona.

Instead, I recommend starting with a persona and then looking at names that fit the time and culture you wish to be a part
of.  There are too many possibilities for personas to even begin to list them all here, but there I can include some of the things to
keep in mind gleaned from conversations with others (as well as my biases). [1]

First, what do you need in terms of support?  I wanted a culture which left a good deal of documentary evidence and
literature, which is one type of support.  Others like to choose cultures that are already well-represented, like the Vikings
(shudder, says the Saxon woman) and assorted Celtic-language speaking folks around here. This approach gives you a circle of
folks who can give you feedback about your persona.  Of course, my fear was that then too many folks would know exactly what
I was doing wrong.  Other people want to select an underrepresented culture. [2]

Second, what do you want to wear?  That may sound like a trivial concern, but if you can’t sew, picking an Elizabethan
persona could be a problem.  On the other hand, if you can sew, you may want to show off your skills in Elizabethan clothing.
Living here in the hotlands, you may want to consider the weight of the clothing for mid-August as well.

Last, and most elusive, is the “what feels right” criteria.  After researching a culture, you will begin to get a sense of the
world view of its inhabitants. How do you feel about their religion, their art, their sense of fairplay and justice? The more the
outlook fits, the easier it will be to play a person from that culture.

On the other hand, don’t try to fit everything you want to do in the SCA in your persona.  That’s courting madness.  There
are various ways to handle the problems of your persona not fitting into SCA activities; you can simply ignore it, for one.

I use what I think of as the kimono approach.  Being a military brat, I lived in Japan and Okinawa. I still spoke English,
wore American clothes and had an American outlook.  But I also owned a kimono, used chopsticks and learned to love Japanese
food (except for plum cookies-blech).  When I went to the home of a Japanese family, I took off my shoes, sat on the tatami, slept
on a futon and tried to follow their customs.  Approaching Ansteorra as Japan, I try to decide what things I learn in Ansteorra are
like kimonos, which I will try and even own, and what things I need to keep to stay Anglcynn.

Once you’ve decided on a culture and time for your persona, then you can pick a name to go with it.  Find a herald.  Talk
to him or her; they won’t bite, and they usually are easily tamed with chocolate.

Ælfwyn aet Gyrwum
Callisto Pursuivant
Barony of Bjornsborg
Kingdom of Ansteorra

[1] See also Alan Terlep, _Finding a Name and Arms for the SCA_ (WWW: S. Gabriel 1997).

[2]  For more on underrepresented cultures, see Alan Fairfax’s article at the Academy of S.Gabriel
website: Alan Terlep, _Under-Represented SCA Cultures_ (WWW: S. Gabriel 1996)
http://www.itd.umich.edu/~ximenez/s.gabriel/docs/cultures.html
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 1099
1) Adelicia Brabant (Gate’s Edge)

Resubmitted device.  Name in LoI0899.
Azure, in saltire
two artist’s
brushes argent,
overall on an
artist’s palette Or
a road-runner
proper, all w ithin
a bordure argent.

Submission
 history:

Azure, two artist’s brushes in saltire proper, overall on a
palette Or a roadrunner proper was returned in kingdom
8/99 for the brushes being color on color, and for non-
period form of palette.

2) Ælfwyn æt Gyrwum (Bjornsborg)
New device.  Name registered 4/99.

Azure crusilly
moline, on a fess
Or three annulets
azure.

3) Aeron Aschennen  of  Clan MacKenzie
(Mooneschadowe)

New change of primary name from A nastacia de
Maris.  New change of device.  Current name registered
10/95.

Barry bendy azure
and argent,  a
manticore rampant
guardan t  Or
maintaining an orb
azure.

Documentation provided:
Aeron Welsh feminine, p. 4 of A Dictionary of
First Names, Hanks and Hodges (Oxford University
Press, Oxford & New York).
Aschennan Black, p. 720 under Shannan dates this
spelling to 1548.
MacKenzie Black, p. 525 under this spelling dates it
to 1606.
Photocopies: All.  (Yes, even Black.)
Changes:   Minor changes only.  Sound is m ost
important.  Desired gender is female.  No disposition of
old name indicated.  Release old device, Purpure, three
bendlets e nhanced and a fleur-de-lis argent r egistered
10/95.

4 Aeron Aschennen of Clan MacKenzie
(Mooneschadowe)

New badge.  Name change from Anastacia de
Maris is immediately above.

(fieldless) A
dragon passant
coward azure
maintaining a
compas s  rose
argent.

5) Ailitha ingen Chathail (Wastelands)
New device. Name in LoI0999

Per bend sinister
wavy azure and
vert, two cats
sejant, 1 sinister
and 1 dexter, Or
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6) Alisandre Oliphant (Bjornsborg)
New badge.  Name registered 4/86.

 (fieldless) A rose
purpure barbed
and seeded
proper.

7) Caitlin nan Cnoc Airgead (Gate’s Edge)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 3/90.

Per fess argent and
sable, a demi-
horse issuant from
the line of division
contourny sable.

Submission
history:

Sable, on a pile argent a horse rampant sable was
returned in kingdom 5/99 for conflict with Sable, on a
pile argent a sword inverted gules, the hilt between three
crescents, one and two, azure (Morgan MacNeil of Clan
Fergus, 08/82, Caid).

8) Derek Fallon Rathbourn (Bordermarch)
New change of device.  Name registered 3/90.

Quarterly gules
and sable, on a
compass  star
argent a w olf’s
head cabossed
sable vomiting
flames proper.

Changes:
If registered, change old device to badge. Quarterly gules
and sable, on a p late a wolf’s head cabossed sable
vomiting flames proper registered 9/92.

9) Dominic MacNamara (Bjornsborg)
Resubmitted device. Name in LoI0699.

Argent, a fish-
tailed demi-dog
vert maintaining a
Celtic cross gules
and a chief
invected azure.

Submission
 history:

Argent, a fish-tailed demi-dog, forequarters brown and
hindquarters vert, maintaining a Celtic cross gules, a
chief invected azure was returned in kingdom 6/99 for
using brown as the tincture of a monster.

10) François la Flamme (Stargate)
New change of device. Name registered 2/94.

Vert  estencelé
Or.

Changes:
If registered, change old device to badge.  Vert estencelé a
flame Or registered 7/95.
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11) Gerard le Wise (Wastelands)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 6/99.

Per c hevron
inverted sable
and gules, an oak
leaf in chief and
an owl displayed
in base argent.

Submission
history:

Per bend sinister gules and sable, an owl argent was
returned in kingdom 2/99 for conflict with Elaine d’Hibou
(7/80), Per bend vert and Or, an owl close to sinister
argent and Rannveigr Haadonardottir (12/83), A zure, a
falcon close to sinister argent.

12) Ivie Rathbourn (Bordermarch)
New name.  New device.

Gules on a demi-
sun Or a wheel
proper.

Documentation provided:
Ivie Bardsley, p. 422 under Ivey derives the
surname from a baptismal source, “’the son of Ive,’ from
the pet-form Ivie or Ivey” and dates Ivy as a surname to
1595 and Ivie as a surname to 1641.
Rathbourn Bardsley, p. 637 under Rathbone dates
Rathbone to 1592.  The submitter wishes to register the
spelling Rathbourn based on her legal marriage to Derek
Fallon Rathbourn registered 3/90, and has provided a
copy of the modern marriage certificate as proof.
Photocopies: Bardsley and marriage certificate.
Changes:   Minor changes to given only. Desired gender
is female.

13) Keina Greenleaf (Wastelands)
New name.  New device.

Argent, an oak
leaf and on a chief
vert three
horseshoes open
to chief argent.

Documentation provided:
Keina Reaney & Wilson (3r

d ed.) p. 281 under
Littlehailes dates this spelling to 1180.
Greenleaf Bardsley, A D ictionary of English and
Welsh Surnames, p. 336 under Greenleaf shows “Robert
Greenleafe went [emigrated so early as 1610, and settled.”
Various spellings here and in Reaney & Wilson dated to
1327, 1379, 1441, 1577, and 1635.
Photocopies: Bardsley.
Changes:  Minor changes only.  Desired gender is
female.

14) Martin Fletcher (Mendersham)
New name.  New device.

Per saltire argent
and gules, on an
eagle displayed
sable a mullet of
four greater and
four smaller points
argent.

Documentation provided:
Martin Withycombe (2nd e d.), p 2 00 dates this
spelling to 1258 and says “M artin was a co mmon
christian name from the 12th C until the Reformation.”
Fletcher Black, Surnames of Scotland, p. 268-9
under this spelling lists variant spellings Fletcheour i n
1539 and F lescher in 1589 so this spelling seems
plausible.
Photocopies: Further undated documentation for surname
from Family Names and Their Story , S. Baring-Gould
(Segley & Co. 1910) and other sources.
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Changes:  Any.  13th C English language / culture is most
important.  Desired gender is male. Changes requested for
authenticity to 12th-14th C English language / culture.

15) Meadhbh inghean Róis (Wastelands)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 4/99.

Argent a
chevron  vert,
two g arden
roses gules
slipped and
leaved vert and
a triquetra vert.

Submission
 history:

Vert, a chevron and a triquetra argent was returned by
Laurel 4/99 for conflict with Megan Silverstar, V ert, a
chevron throughout and in base a mullet of eight points
argent.

16) Michael of Kendel (Bjornsborg)
New badge.  No folder in files, and registration of

name not shown in O&A, but device registered 8/94.
(fieldless) A
stag’s head
erased argent
attired Or.

17) Mìchél mac Donnchaid (Eldern Hills)
New name.

Documentation provided:
Mìchel p 2 0 , 161 in The Gaelic Notes in the
Book of Deer, Kenneth Jackson (Cambridge University
Press, 1972)
Donnchaid p 2 1 , 161 in The Gaelic Notes in the
Book of Deer, Kenneth Jackson (Cambridge University
Press, 1972)
Photocopies: As l isted, but not highlighted and no
translation of the Gaelic provided.

Changes:  Any, and changes requested for
authenticity to 11-16th c entury Scots-Gaelic.  Desired
gender is male.

18) Owen Campbell (Mendersham)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 12/98.

Gyronny of
eight Or and
sable an orle of

trefoils
counterchanged.

Submission
 history:

Gyronny Or and sable, in pale a thistle proper and a
shamrock vert was returned  in kingdom 4/99 for a
combination of problems. 1) Green charges are hard to
identify against black portions of field. 2) This is not the
usual period style of charging a gyronny field, and no one
was able to provide any example of this.  3) These are the
differenced arms of Campbell, Duke of Argyll, (Gyronny
Or a nd sable) which implies blood relationship to the
head of Clan Campbell.  In combination with the
submitter’s registered byname, this has been cause for
return from Laurel due to presumption.

19) Sean McConnul Duncan (Gate’s Edge)
Resubmitted badge.  Name registered 3/91.

(fieldless) A
griffin segreant
contourny azure.

Submission
 history:

(fieldless) On a saltire couped argent a griffin segreant
azure w as returned in kingdom 8/99 for the griffin being
“barely overall.”.
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20) Serena Gethin (Gate’s Edge)
New name.  New device.

Quarterly sable
and gules,  a
seahorse  erect
within an orle of
annulets argent.

Documentation provided:
Serena Withycombe (3rd ed.) p 266 dates this
spelling as “noted once in the 13th century.”
Gethin Reaney & Wilson (3rd e d.) p. 189 under
Gething dates this spelling to 1332.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  Any.  Sound and Welsh / English language /
culture are most important.  Desired gender is female.
Changes requested for authenticity to 14th century Welsh.

21) Serena Gethin (Gate’s Edge)
New badge. Name submission immediately above.

 (fieldless) A
torse wreathed of
sable, gules, and
argent.

22) Stephen MacThomas (Gate’s Edge)
Resubmitted device.  New badge.  Name change in

LoI0499.
Quarterly azure
and argent, six

towers
counterchanged.

Submission
 history:

Azure, a p all inverted between three towers argent was
returned in kingdom 8/99 for conflict with Justin de
Courtenay, Azure, a pall inverted between a chalice, a
harp and two swords in saltire argent.

23) Talmon Wilbanks (Gate’s Edge)
Resubmitted device. Name in LoI0899.

Argent a tree proper, the crown charged with two swords
inverted in saltire
argent, all within a
bordure azure.

Submission
 history:
Azure,  a t ree
proper the crown
pierced by two
swords inverted in

saltire argent was returned in kingdom 8/99 for color on
color, and other problems.

24) Ulric von Mendersham (Mendersham)
New name.  See Fasttracked Returns for new

device.

Documentation provided:
UlricWithycombe (3rd ed.) p 2 84 under this spelling
identifies it as Norman-French in Domesday Book.
von Mendersham constructed locative  using
SCA branch name registered 9/92.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  Any. 13th C German language / culture is most
important.  Desired gender is male. Changes requested for
authenticity to 13th C German language / culture.
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Difference of Primary Charges (From page 1)
orientation, number, and arrangement don’t matter —

only type.

Type - A kind of charge in a piece of armory.  The device
“Gules, a chevron between two candles and a lantern Or” has
three types of charges: chevrons, candles, and lanterns.  “Ar-
gent, on a pale purpure between two lions combattant gules
three lions passant Or”  has two types of charges: pales, and
lions in two different postures.

“Simple” is defined in the three subparts of X.2.  Note
that this is “simple” as defined for X.2 alone; “simple” is de-
fined differently within and for RfS X.4.j.ii.  The three “X.2-
simple” classes are defined as follows:

    The word “charge” [in this rule]
refers both to charged and uncharged charges
unless it is specifically qualified; a *group
of charges* may contain one or more
charges.

a. Armory that has only a primary
group of identical charges ...

b. Armory that has only a group of
uncharged primary charges ... [implying that
there are different types of charges in the
same primary group, or X.2.a would apply]

c.  Armory that has only a primary
group of identical charges, accompanied only
by a [single] secondary group of identical
charges ...

From X.2.b: “‘Azure, two escallops and a heart argent,
each charged with a rose gules’ [is not simple], because the
primary charges... are neither identical nor uncharged.”  Note
that X.2 says that *both* pieces of armory, the submission and
the registered one, must be X.2 “simple”.  Since this example
isn’t “X.2 simple”, X.2 can therefore never be used to clear
conflicts of this example versus any other coat.

“Substantial difference” is the last term.  From X.2.a:
“‘Argent, a fess sable’ does not conflict with ‘Argent, a lion
rampant sable’.”  Both devices are X.2-simple, and the types
of their primary charges are substantially different.  “‘Gules,
on a pale argent three roses proper’ does not conflict with
‘Gules, on a bend argent three roses proper.’  ... ‘Sable, a chev-
ron Or’ *does* conflict with ‘Sable, a chevron embattled Or,’
because the type of the primary charge group has not been *sub-
stantially* changed.”

From X.2.b: “‘Per chevron gules and argent, three oak
trees counterchanged’ *does* conflict with ‘Per chevron gules
and argent, three fir trees counterchanged,’ because the type of
charge has not been *substantially* changed ...”.  Although
rounded trees get a CD from conifers (Duncan Alaric
MacDonald, Laurel LoAR for July, 1992; in Bruce

(Continued on page 18)

STATUS OF ILoIs

ILoI0499: Discussed 6/19/99.  Results AG 07/99.
LoI 6/30/99.  Laurel meeting 10/16/99.

ILoI0599: Discussed 7/9/99.  Results AG 08/99.
LoI 7/30/99.  Laurel meeting 11/14/99.

ILoI0699: Discussed 8/7/99.  Results AG 09/99.
LoI 8/30/99.  Laurel meeting est. 12/4/99.

ILoI0799: Discussed 9/12/99.  Results this Gazette.
LoI 9/30/99.  Laurel meeting to be scheduled.

ILoI0899:  Discussion Scheduled 10/16/99 - Crown Tourney.

ILoI0999:  Comments due to Retiarius 10/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 11/20/99 - Hunter’s Moon.

ILoI1099:  This Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 11/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 12/18/99 - La Marche Sauvage.

ILoI1199:  Next Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 12/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 1/22/2000 - Elfsea College.

THE MATTER OF BRITAIN
by Master Daniel de Lincolia

These are trivia questions concerning English royalania.  Some
are period, some not.  Questions will be posted one per month
with answers following in the next month’s Gazette.  [Obelisk
Note: This is the answer to the last of the questions.]

Answer 6: Within the United Kingdom, only in
Lancashire do they sometimes sing “God Save the Duke”.  The
theory is that since the Wars of the Roses the monarch is now
the Duke of Lancaster (even when female).  Yes, that would
mean that a monarch is being given the title of one of his fiefs.
Some English heralds shake their heads and sigh at this notion,
with about as much success as heralds usually have in shaking
their heads and sighing about royal actions.  Louis Epstein
<le@put.com> reports, “When the questions were brought to
the attention of George VI, he responded, ‘I’ve always
THOUGHT I was the Duke of Lancaster ... and I intend to go
ON thinking that I’m the Duke of Lancaster ...’.”

The other plausible answer, “in the Channel Islands”, is
wrong.  I purposely wrote “within the United Kingdom”.  The
Channel Islands are not part of the UK.  The UK takes care of
their foreign affairs, but the islands have their own elected leg-
islatures and print their own money.  There is a notion on the
islands that the Queen is the Duke of Normandy, and some
islanders also sing “God Save the Duke”.  Some heralds shake
their heads and sigh at this notion too.  Heraldry seems to in-
volve a lot of heralds shaking their heads and sighing at erro-
neous notions to no effect whatsoever.  *Sigh.*
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ANNOTATED INTERNAL COLLATED COMMENTARY - FOR ILOI 0799
WITH FAST-TRACK ITEMS

Here are the decisions made at the meeting held 8/5/99 in
Bryn Gwlad, rescheduled from Gothic War in the West on
8/4/99 due to illness and severe mundanity.

Kathri, Asterisk
————————————————————————

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle
Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Retiarius Pursuivant, make
most courteous greetings.

For information on commentary submission formats or to
receive a copy of the collated commentary, you can contact
me at:
Charlene Charette
15910 Valverde Drive, Houston, TX  77083
281/277-4055 (11am-10pm)
charlene@flash.net

Perronnelle, Retiarius
————————————————————————

Commenters for this issue:

Da’ud ibn Auda  –  al-Jamal Herald

Gawain of Miskbridge  –  Green Anchor Herald, Calontir

Magnus von Lubeck  –  Shadowlands

Bryn Gwlad  –  Commenters this month were Mari Elspeth
nic Bryan (names) and Gwenllian ferch Maredudd (armory).
All armory has been checked for conflict using the on-line
Ordinary.  Items for which we had no comments and found
no conflicts have been omitted.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael  –  Opinicus Pursuivant, Midrealm
————————————————————————

1.  Ailitha ingen Cathail  (Wastelands)
resub name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Talan’s “Feminine Given Names in A Dictionary of

English Surnames” cites Ailitha dated 1202 from Selten,
Bo.  The Anglo-Saxon Heritage in Middle English Personal
Names:  East Anglia 1100-1399.  The current URL is http:/
/www.pan ix . com/~mi t t l e / names / t a l an / r eaney /
reaney.cgi?Ailith.  Cathail in the A Simple Guide to
Constructing 12th Century Scottish Gaelic Names is
originally from The Gaelic Notes in the Book of Deer, by
Kenneth Jackson.  The site gives dates 1130 to 1150.  Under
current precedents this combination of an East Anglia name
with a Gaelic byname is registerable.  Nice to see she had a

name.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Ailitha is documented as an English name; ingen

Cathail is Gaelic.  The two would not have been combined
in these spellings in period, but given that the Gaelic-English
ban was removed earlier this year, this name ought to be
well within SCA standards of registerability.  Ingen is the
spelling used for this particle before c. 1200.  Ó Corráin &
Maguire date the name Tadc mac Cathail to 925 (p. 168 s.n.
Tadc) giving us an example of the spelling Cathail as a
genitive of the masculine name Cathal pre-1200 (which is
consistent with the use of ingen).  Since this is a feminine
name, the genitive Cathail needs to be lenited.  From
information in “A Simple Guide to Constructing 12th
Century Scottish Gaelic Names,” I believe the genitive
spelling would be Chathail.

Ailitha ingen Chathail should be quite registerable.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  Unfortunately, Talan’s example of Ailitha is English,

not Gaelic, and would therefore not be appropriate in a
Gaelic name.  However, the submitter might be interested
in Ailbe (early) or Ailbhe (late); OC&M lists a number of
legendary and historical feminine Ailbes.  Another possibility
is Ailleann, also found in OC&M.

————————————————————————
1. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as Ailitha ingen Chathail.
————————————————————————

2.  Ainar Magnusson  (Northkeep)
new name; new device; Sable, on a pile between two mullets

of six points argent a raven sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Did the submitter even give us a clue as to why he

“believes that ‘Ainar’ is an alternate spelling” for the
documented Einarr?  In every language that I can think of
“ai” is pronounced significantly differently than “ei”, making
this proposed “alternate” extremely unlikely.

[Device]  Because piles normally do not touch the base of the
shield, the one here must be blazoned as throughout.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  No examples of names using Ai- were found in The

Old Norse Name and the vowel is transcribed as Ei-.  Black’s
Surnames of Scotland page 241 under Einarson gives it as
Einarr an Old Norse personal name.  Einar is also the spelling
used in SCA registrations of the name.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  The spelling Ainar is dated to the Domesday Book on

p. 75 of Fellows Jensen, Gillian, Scandinavian Personal
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Names in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Copenhagen: I
kommission hos Akademisk forlag, 1968) under Einarr.
Several examples of the spelling Magnus are listed in
Fellows Jensen (p. 192-3 s.n. Magnás), including Swan
Magnussuna (Magnussuna being an Anglo-Saxon
patronymic construction).  I do not know how prevalent the
Ei- / Ai- switch would have been in Scandinavian countries
in period.

From this information, Ainar Magnusson should be quite
registerable.  My guess is that the Norse form of the name
would likely be Einar Magnússon and the Anglo-Saxon form
would be something like Einarr Magnussuna or Ainar
Magnussone.

[Device]  The pile is throughout.  Close to but clear of Heather
of Darach, “Sable, on a pile between two kris knives argent,
an estoile sable.”  There is a CD for the change of type of
the secondaries and, under RfS X.4.j.ii.b, a second CD for a
substantial change of type only to a tertiary on a simple
device.  No conflicts found.

Etienne de St. Amaranth
To support the alternate spelling please consider the following
posting from the SCA Heralds list.  Part A is from Maridonna
Benvenuti while both Part B and Part C are from Tangwystyl.

>Date: Mon, 09 Aug 1999 10:41:17 -0700
>From: Heather Jones <hrjones@socrates.berkeley.edu>
>Subject: Re: Searle onomasticon help please

Part A
>> On Sun, 8 Aug 1999, Andrea Hicks wrote:
>>
>> > Would someone with Onomasticon Anglo-
>> > Saxonicum give me the name between
>> > the names Aimar and Ainmer.  Thanks.

Part B
>> The first two letters are smudged in my copy, but
>>  based purely on alphabetization and what is visible,
>>  it should be <Einar> (i.e., from the Old Norse >> > >> >>
<Einarr>).

Part C
>Er ... I meant <Ainar> (from the Old Norse <Einarr>) of >
course! (Silly internal copyeditor.)
>
>Tangwystyl
>
>*********************************************
>Heather Rose Jones         hrjones@socrates.berkeley.edu
>*********************************************
————————————————————————
2. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “on a pile throughout

between….”
————————————————————————

3.  Ascelyn Balstene  (Bonwicke)
resub device; name reg 02/97; Per chevron argent and gules, a

mortar and pestle vert and a coment argent.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Vallust Balstene (via Atlantia) April 1981:  “Per

chevron argent and gules, an armadillo vert and a comet
reversed argent.”  There is one CD for changing the type of
charge from the armadillo to mortar and pestle.  If this
reversed comet is inverted the second CD should be there
for a change in orientation.  The default comet is palewise
with the head to chief.  One would guess they are related
and the similarity is deliberate.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Close to but clear of her husband, Vallust Balstene,

“Per chevron argent and gules, an armadillo vert and a comet
reversed argent,” with CDs for changing the type and
orientation of half the primary charge group. No conflicts
found.

————————————————————————
3. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.  The submitter is advised to draw
the comet larger in the future, to better fill the space available
to it.
————————————————————————

4.  Bjorn Lochlannac  (Bonwicke)
new device [Asterisk: should be device change]; name reg 11/

89 via the Outlands; Per saltire sable and gules.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  His currently registered device is:  Argent, two spears

in saltire gules surmounted by a boar’s head, erased and
affronty, within a bordure sable, platy.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  It is nice to see field primary armory being used.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Conflicts with Petrus Curonus, “Per saltire Or and

gules.” Under RfS X.4.a.ii.b, field-only armory can derive
two CDs from changes to the field, but this device differs
from that of Petrus only in the change of tincture of half the
field.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  This is not a new device, but, rather, a device change.

And, unfortunately, this may be in conflict with Petrus
Curonus (reg. 10-97 via Drachenwald), “Per saltire Or and
gules.”

————————————————————————
4. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device Change (retain old device as badge): Returned for
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conflict with Petrus Curonus.  See Bryn Gwlad.
————————————————————————

5.  Cassandra von Rhein  (Middleford)
new name; new device; Per bend sinister Or and vert, a stag’s

head erased contourny proper and a grapevine fructed argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  [Does it seem odd to anyone else that a submitter

would specify that “German language/culture is most
important” and then only document the given name from a
book of English surnames?]  [Asterisk: You use what you
got, which can produce odder things than this.]

[Device]  Ah, yes, yet another use of “brown” as an heraldic
tincture.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  A more common German spelling would, I believe,

be “Kassandra.”  If she intends to be from the river (a Rhine-
maiden?), it should be “von dem Rhein.”  On the other hand,
Brechenmacher, II:392, gives examples only with “an” or
“zu,” such as “Cuonrat ze Rine” (1272) and “Peter zu Rin”
(1382).

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 59 dates Cassandra from the 13th

and 14th centuries and it appears to have been popular
because of the medieval fascination with the Trojan War.
Bahlow, Deutschlands Geographische Namenwelt page 393
under Rhein gives the name as being from the traditional
Roman name of the river Rhenus or Celtic Rhenos.  When
used in the SCA it takes the form von dem Rhein or the
contraction vom Rhein meaning of the Rhine.

[Device]  The stag’s head is tilted at an unusual and possibly
unblazonable angle.  The stag’s head proper here may cause
trouble.  From LoAR January 1994 “Coemgen MacDaid.
Device.  A stag proper would seem to be a dark brown (see,
e.g., James Parker, A Glossary of Terms as Used in Heraldry,
1982, pp. 197-198, where all of the stags proper are on metal
fields).”  This can be taken to mean the stag’s head is dark
brown which is fine on the Or field.  However the antlers
are a problem.  From LoAR June 1995 “Gaston Pogue.
Device.  Brown is not the proper tincture for stag’s attires:
There have been attires proper registered in the past, but I
believe the correct policy is the one stated for ivory proper:
[It] has no fixed color. It can go from clear white to dirty
yellow as it ages. The [charge] here is yellowish, so I have
made it Or. (Wilhelm von Schlüssel, LoAR 21 February
1984, p. 5)”  This would indicate that the proper for the
antlers would be Or or argent which would not show up
against this Or field.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Is the stag’s head brown?  Is that the only possible

proper coloration for a stag or does it need to be blazoned a
brown stag’s head proper?  No conflicts found.

————————————————————————
5. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as Kassandra vom Rhein.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.  There will be a note on the LoI
that the head and antlers are both dark brown.
————————————————————————

6.  Catin de Mortain  (Northkeep)
new name; new device;  Vert, a dragon passant and on a chief

double-arched argent, three hearts azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Although the submitted blazon of the chief is not

incorrect, it would look and sound more mellifluous as ...
and on a chief doubly enarched argent ....

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Reaney & Wilson (3rd ed.) page 87 under Catin dates

John Catin from 1222 and gives Cat-in as a diminutive of
Cat a pet form of Catherine.  It also on page 315 under
Morten dates Eustace de Mortaine to 1219.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Dauzat (Lieux), p. 481 s.n. Mortagne-au-Perche, dates

the spelling Moritaniam to 966, Mauritania to 1047, and
Moretoin to 1025.

————————————————————————
6. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

7.  Celestria Monelyght Le Dragon  (Bryn Gwlad)
new name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Reaney & Wilson (3rd ed.) page 317 under Muscat

dates Celestria de Musecot to 1206.  It also on page 313
under Moonlight dates Robert Monelyght to 1442 and on
page 141 under Dragon dates le Dragon to 1275 occasionally
used as nickname.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Names constructed <given name><descriptive

byname><occupational byname> are quite documentable
in English.  Reaney & Wilson (p. 141 s.n. Dragon) date the
spellings Dragun to 1166, Dragon to 1221, le Dragon to
1275, le Dragoner to 1338, and Dragener to 1343 and note
that this name is “occasionally a nickname, but usually
metronymic for standard bearer.”

If we assume that the use of Le Dragon here refers to the
occupation of standard bearer, then this name follows period
practice.  However, le is normally lowercased.  Celestria
Monelyght le Dragon should be registerable if le Dragon is
considered to be an occupational byname.  If the form le
Dragon is found to be descriptive, then this name has 2
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descriptive bynames.  It may be registerable, but I don’t
have any examples of <given name><descriptive
byname><descriptive byname> at hand.  The form le
Dragoner is definitely occupational and Celestria Monelyght
le Dragoner should be registerable.  What form of this name
should be registered is probably a Laurel judgment call.

————————————————————————
7. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel with lowercase “L” in le.
————————————————————————

8.  Chenwrec MacGriogair  (Steppes)
[ILoI typo: Chenrec]

new name; new device; Azure, on a fess raguly Or two
catamounts passant respectant sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  The header says “Chenrec” and the documentation

says “Chenwrec”.  Which is correct? [Asterisk:  Chenwrec.
The submitter and I both had trouble spelling this
consistently.]

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Chenwrec is dated to 1160 by Reaney & Wilson (3rd

ed.).  Black goes on to date McGrigour to 1586.
[Device]  Conflict with Caitlin de Courcy October 1992:

“Azure, a fess embattled Or fretty sable.” There is a CD for
changing the tertiary charge type and number to two
catamounts but none for the line of division change.  From
LoAR May 1991 Elizabeth Breathnach. (Some lines of
division such as embattled/ raguly/ dovetailed, not being
significantly different, are granted no difference.)

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Consider Caitlin de Courcy, “Azure, a fess embattled

Or fretty sable.” There is certainly a CD for changing fretty
to two catamounts but a second CD rests on granting a
difference between embattled and raguly. This may be a
Laurel judgment call.

————————————————————————
8. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as Chenwrec MacGriogair.
Device:  Returned for conflict with Caitlin de Courcy, although
there was lively discussion about granting a difference for a
fess embattled, which would have the treatment on the top
only, versus raguly, which is treated on both side.  We agreed
that raguly, dovetailed, and embattled-counterembattled were
too similar for a CD, but felt the submitter may have grounds
for an appeal asking for reconsideration of embattled versus
raguly.  Such an appeal would be fasttracked to an LoI, since it
is clearly a decision for Laurel and the CoA.
————————————————————————

9.  Conall Ó Rioghbhardáin  (Lindenwood)
resub device; per chevron azure and argent, three crescents

argent and a natural leapard sable; name in IloI 0399 and
LoI 0599

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Because the crescents are lined up as on a fess, rather

than staggered to best fill the space available, we may wish
to specify that they are in chief.  If the cat is “sable, spotted
argent”, we probably need to note that in the blazon.  (The
claws will be red by default.)

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Per chevron azure and argent

three crescents argent and a natural leopard sable spotted
argent armed gules.”

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The leopard is rampant. No conflicts found.
————————————————————————
9. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as Per chevron azure
and argent three crescents in chief argent and a natural leopard
rampant sable spotted argent.
————————————————————————

10.  Crystal of Middleford  (Middleford)
new name; new device; Per saltire vert and azure a hippogriff

within a bordure argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Although the hippogriff is considered a variant of a

griffin, “[i]t doesn’t seem to share the griffin’s defaults; its
posture must be specified.”  [Pictorial Dictionary, 2nd ed.,
#379]  The one here appears to be segreant.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Per saltire vert and azure a

hippogriff segreant within a bordure argent.”  The posture
of the hippogriff needs to be blazoned.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The position of the hippograf must be blazoned as

segreant. Despite many close calls, no conflicts found.
————————————————————————
10. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as “..a hippogriff segreant..”
————————————————————————

11.  Deirdre Mac Giolla Rua  (Middleford)
new name; new device; Azure, a chevron Or between two

escallops and a winged sea-unicorn erect argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Conflict with Timotheos of Alexandria, Azure, a

chevron Or between two open books and a unicorn rampant
reguardant maintaining a quill pen argent.  There is only
one CD, for the change to the type of all the secondary
charges.
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Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  If she really wants changes for an authentic Irish name,

she’ll have to drop “Deirdre,” as Withycombe says its use
is from the early 20th C.  O’C&M, p. 71, appear to say the
same thing.  Of course the gender of the patronymic needs
to be fixed.

[Device]  (Sigh!)  I know it’s registerable, but feel compelled
to point out once again that the first appearance of the winged
sea-unicorn in anyone’s heraldry is as a supporter of the
arms of the Overseas League, granted in 1960.  See Deneys,
The Heraldic Imagination, p. 158.  The emblazon in the
submissions is apparently redrawn from the illustration on
that page.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Deirdre has been ruled SCA compatible. (LoAR March

1998 Deirdre Gilbride.)  MacLysaght, The Surnames of
Ireland page 125 under Gilroy lists Mac Giolla Rua with no
dates and anglicizes it as MacElroy, Kilroy, and MacIlroy.
Black’s Surnames of Scotland page 514 under MacIlroy
gives MacGhille ruaidh as son of the red haired lad and
dates M’Gilleroi to 1465.  Woulfe, Irish Names and
Surnames, page 379 under M’Gillarowe gives it as son of
Giolla ruad meaning red youth and dated to the 16th century.
For the 15th century she might want Dierdre ni Ghoilla Rua
or possibly Dierdre ingen Giolla Rua.  These should already
be in the genitive case.

[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Azure a chevron Or between
two escallops and a winged sea unicorn erect argent wings
elevated and addorsed.”  There was some concern that this
unicorn looks like a modern horned horse because of the
way it is drawn.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Deirdre has been ruled SCA compatible.  This ruling

was reaffirmed as March 1998. Given that changes are
requested for 15th C Irish, this name has two problems.  The
first is the name Deirdre, for which we have no evidence of
its use as a name for real people in Ireland in period (see the
article at http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/
problemnames/deirdre.html).  The second problem is the
byname.  Mac Giolla Rua is a Gaelic masculine patronymic.
Since the given name Deirdre is feminine, either the byname
needs to change to an Anglicized form or a feminine form
of the Gaelic patronymic.  Woulfe (p. 379 s.n. Mac Giolla
Ruaidh) gives the following Anglicized forms from the
reigns of Elizabeth I or James I:  M’Gillarowe, M’Gillaroe,
M’Gillaroye, M’Killeroe, M’Killroy.

Assuming we ignore problems with Deirdre (since it’s been
ruled SCA compatible), Deirdre inghean Ghiolla Ruaidh
(“daughter of Gilla Ruadh”) or Deirdre inghean mhic
Ghiolla Ruaidh (“daughter of a son / descendant of Giolla
Ruadh”) should be registerable as Gaelic forms of this name.
Deirdre M’Gillaroye or Deirdre MacGillaroye should be
registerable as Anglicized forms.

————————————————————————
11. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as Deirdre inghean Ghiolla Ruaid.
Device: Returned for conflict with Timotheos of Alexandria.
See Da’ud ibn Auda.
————————————————————————

12.  Gabriele René de Bernard  (Steppes)
new name; new device; Argent, two bears combatant gules, a

rose and a chief invected azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Just as it would be with the line of division this way

were the charge a bordure, the chief is engrailed, not
invected.  (With an invected line, the points would go into
the charge.)  The submitted blazon feels “odd” to me; I think
the word “and” is not in its expected place: Argent, two bears
combattant gules and a rose, a chief engrailed azure.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  If “René” is to be an unmarked patronymic, what’s

“de Bernard” supposed to be?  My atlases show no French
town of that name, though there’s one in the U.S. and two
in Canada.

[Device]  The chief’s engrailed, not invected.  I really hate
these scanned-in miniemblazons!  (In my day, we had to
reduce them by hand and paste them in, and we had to grind
our own flour to make the paste.  And we liked it that way!)
[Asterisk:  If you still want to do it that way, I’ll be looking
for a replacement soon and Ansteorra has no residence
requirement for this office. ☺]

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 123 under Gabriel gives it as either

a male or female name from Gabriel the archangel.  It dates
the name ranging from 1199 to 1316 and Gabryell to 1480.
Please note that Rene is listed as a masculine given name
rather than a byname in Sixteenth Century Norman Names.
Dauzat, Noms de Lieux page 563 under Renac - “Rene,
Sarthe [region of France] (de Reneio 1160-1180) French
men’s name.”  Withycombe page 251 under Renee gives it
as a female form of the French name Rene which is dated
from 426.  Sixteenth Century Norman Names lists Bernard
as a surname.  Dauzat, Noms de Lieux page 73 under
Bernadets - “Bernard which is found in La Bernard, Vendee
[region in France] (parrochianus dau Bernard 1247); name
of a hamlet.”  All this would indicate that Gabriele Renee’
de Bernard should be registerable as a female French name
from 1200 forward.

[Device]  Possible conflict with Isabella Bianca January 1991):
“Argent, in pale a unicorn’s head erased and a rose, a chief
invected azure.”  If the rose is considered a secondary and
the unicorn’s head and the bears are the primary then X.1
will clear this.  [Asterisk: The rose is not a secondary, but
we have change of type, number, and tincture for half the
charge group ( bears vs. unicorns head) and change of
tincture for the other half]. Still these are very similar to
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each other.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Dauzat (Lieux), pp. 73-4 s.n. Bernadets, dates the

spelling parrochianus dau Bernard to 1247, Bernarderia
to the 15th C, and Bernardus pratus to 1206.  Given these
examples, a locative byname of de Bernard would seem
reasonable.

[Device]  Reblazon: Argent, two bears combattant gules, in
base a rose, a chief invected azure. No conflicts found.

————————————————————————
12. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as Argent, two bears

combattant gules and a rose, a chief engrailed azure.
————————————————————————

13.  Gest Grimsson  (Northkeep)
change of device; name reg 10/89; Vert, a narwhal hauriant

argent.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Isn’t the narwhal still embowed?

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  There is his badge Gest Grimsson September 1992:

“(Fieldless) A narwhale hauriant embowed argent.”  Freana
Geardson June of 1981: “Vert, a narwhal bendwise, tail
nowed, within a bordure Or.”  This has one CD for the
bordure and another CD for the change of posture of the
narwhale.  Regarding Balin the Fairhaired February 1975:
“Sable, a whale hauriant argent.”  From May 1991 LoAR
“Gest Grimsson. Device. Per pale vert and sable, a narwhale
hauriant embowed argent.  Versus Balin the Fairhaired
(SCA), Sable a whale hauriant argent, there is a CVD for
the field and a CVD for hauriant embowed versus hauriant.”
From September 1992 LoAR “Gest Grimsson. Badge.
(fieldless) A narwhale hauriant embowed argent.  This is
the fieldless version of his current device, registered May
91: Per pale vert and sable, a narwhale hauriant embowed
argent. Several commenters called conflict against the badge
of Balin the Fairhaired (SCA): Sable, a whale hauriant
argent. The same conflict call was made against his device,
during its submission. Lord Laurel explicitly ruled the two
armories to be clear of conflict: “There’s a CVD for the
field and a CVD for hauriant embowed versus hauriant.”
Exactly the same point count applies to the badge.  I happen
to disagree with that ruling: I don’t think there’s a CD
between hauriant embowed and haurient, and I won’t be
granting it in future. However, I also believe that, given
such an explicit ruling, in good conscience we have to call
Gest’s badge clear of Balin’s. The Grandfather Clause does
apply to conflict, as well as stylistic problems; the badge
conflicts no more (and no less) than the device, and if Gest
may display the latter, it would be unreasonable to tell him
he may not display the former.” These rulings made since
the original badge and device were passed will muddy the

waters further.  From February 1996 LoAR “Aurelia
Bryhtwyn. Device. Azure, a stag salient guardant argent,
collared vert, between three increscents argent. Versus
Athena Catarina of Windcrest, Azure, an antelope rampant
argent, “I would grant a CD between a correctly drawn
antelope and a deer; the two charges were distinct in period
armory (unlike, say, the heraldic dolphin and the bottlenosed
dolphin, between which we grant no difference).” (Bruce
Draconarius of Mistholme, LoAR September 1992, pg. 37)”
From January 1997 LoAR “Stephen Egremont. Device. Per
chevron vert and sable, two natural dolphins embowed in
annulo argent. This conflicts with that Asenaeth of Thorne
(SCA), Per chevron ployé vert and sable, three narwhales
naiant in annulo argent. We give no difference between a
narwhale and a natural dolphin, and between a field per
chevron and per chevron ployé.”  Given there is no CD
between a narwhale and either type of dolphin there are
conflicts with Ælfwynn of Chester October 1993: “Vert, a
dolphin hauriant and in chief a mullet of eight points argent”
and Juan el Blanco October 1997: “Per chevron vert and
gules, a dolphin hauriant argent” and Wade of Many Places
July 1981: “Per bend sinister, per bend sable and vert, and
azure, a bottle-nosed dolphin embowed argent.” How the
grandfather clause will work with this may be a mess best
left for Laurel to figure out.  This looked like such a simple
submission when it started.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  This device changes only the field of the submitter’s

previously registered device and so the narwhale in this
position will be grandfathered to the submitter regardless
of any other potential conflicts or problems.

————————————————————————
13. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device Change (release old device, Per pale vert and sable, a

narwhale hauriant embowed argent): Forwarded to Laurel
reblazoned Vert, a narwhal hauriant embowed argent.

.
————————————————————————

14.  John Bayne  (Steppes)
new name; new device; Gules, on a pale between two trees Or

a tree sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Consider Bruce de Coucy, Gules, on a pale between

two tufts of reeds Or, a serpent glissant palewise sable.  There
is a CD (per RfS. X.4.j.ii.) for the change to the type of the
tertiary.  Any other difference must come from the difference
between “two trees” and “two tufts of reeds”.  A visual
comparison may be necessary.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Elongate the trees!

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  The trees could use some leaves to help with
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identification.
————————————————————————
14. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel with request for visual check  See
Da’ud ibn Auda.
————————————————————————

15.  Loch Rudah, Canton of
resub badge; name reg 12/98; Quarterly gules and sable, on a

flame Or a rock gules within a bordure Or.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge]  Could be reblazoned “Quarterly gules and sable on a

flame Or a rock gules within an annulet Or.”  One can’t
help but envision looking through Galileo’s telescope at a
flaming meteor.

————————————————————————
15. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel.  The group is advised to draw
the bordure thicker in the future.
————————————————————————

16.  Marcus Blackwell  (Bjornsborg)
new device; name reg 05/99; Or, a dexter arm embowed proper,

vested gules, maintaining a roundel barry wavy sable and
argent.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  As the default arm embowed issues from base, this

should be blazoned as issuant from dexter.  ’Twould look
cooler if the arm were vested of a maunch.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Or a dexter arm embowed

fesswise issuant from dexter proper vested gules sustaining
a roundel barry wavy sable and argent.”  Proper for the arm
is pink which means the hand has poor contrast with the Or
field.  The roundel is about the same size as the arm so it
should be sustaining. [Asterisk:  Embowed is the default for
an arm in this position, but we used the rest of this blazon.
The hand was colored tan, and is so insignificant between
the vesting and the roundel that it clearly deserves the leeway
we sometimes grant for proper charges.]

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Reblazon: Or, issuant from dexter an arm fesswise

proper, vested gules, maintaining a roundel barry wavy sable
and argent. No conflicts found.

————————————————————————
16. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned Or a dexter arm
fesswise issuant from dexter proper vested gules sustaining a
roundel barry wavy sable and argent.
————————————————————————

17.  Maria Elena de los Santos  (Trelac)
new name; new device; Azure, on a bend sinister argent three

roses gules, barbed and seeded proper, between two angels
argent with hair sable and trumpets Or addorsed.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The grammar of blazon places secondary charges

before tertiary charges, and posture before tincture.  If the
color of the hair is different than the tincture of the charge,
it is usually said to be “crined” of that color.  “Roses gules
barbed and seeded proper” can be more succinctly blazoned
simply as roses proper.  The submitted blazon leaves us in
the dark as to how the trumpets are positioned.  Blazon fu:
Azure, on a bend sinister between two angels addorsed
argent crined sable blowing trumpets Or, three roses proper.

Consider Morganthe of Nordwache, Azure, on a bend
sinister between a mask of tragedy and a mask of comedy
argent, a garden rosebud gules, slipped and leaved vert.
There is a CD for the change to type of the secondary
charges.  Any other difference must come from the difference
between one garden rosebud gules and three roses gules.
There is no real difference for tincture; the majority of each
charge is gules.  There is apparently not a difference for
type.  In returning “a garden rose slipped and leaved and on
a chief three garden rosebuds”, Laurel stated: “There is a
longstanding policy that one may not use two close variants
of the same charge in one design.  It creates visual confusion,
where the whole purpose of heraldry is instant identification.
The almost-but-not-quite identical charges need not be a
single group; this is not related to our ban on ‘slot-machine
heraldry.’  (We wouldn’t allow, for example, a sun between
three compass stars either.)  If there’s not a CD between the
two charges, they should not be used together in the same
design.”  (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, LoAR
September 1993, p. 24)  This return appears to be based on
the fact that we do not grant difference between garden
rosebuds and garden roses.  We also do not grant difference
between garden roses and heraldic roses.  And more recently,
Laurel has said: “Combining rosebuds and roses the
submission violates our ‘sword and dagger’ rule, by using
two variants of the same charge on the same piece of armory.
Armory is used for identification. Using two variants of the
same charge in the same piece of armory is visually
confusing.”  (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR April 1998, p. 18)
There does not appear to be a CD between a rosebud and a
(heraldic) rose.  And change to number alone of tertiary
charges is insufficient to acquire a CD.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  It appears that it was sometime in the mid-13th C. that

the Spanish started considering it not sacrilegious to name
their daughters “Maria.”

[Device]  Randall Holme has this to say on the tincture of
angels (quoted by Denys, The Heraldic Imagination, p. 93:
“In the Blazoning of Angels, I do not use the term proper to
the Face, Hands and Feet; for they are ever understood to
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be of the fleshy colour like to that of a man; except they be
all of one entire Colour or Mettle, in which respect the
naming of one colour serves for all parts of the Angel.  Yet
if the Blazoner please, he may use the term proper, but then
he is tied, and of necessity he must add that he is clothed in
a long robe, etc. of such a Colour, which is leaving out the
word proper, he needeth to say no more, than an Angel in
such a posture, and of such a colour, naming only that of
the Garment.”  I have no real idea how to properly blazon
the posture of these angels, but suppose (statant) addorsed
comes as close as any.  Blazon fu:  “Azure, on a bend sinister
between two angels addorsed argent crined sable (which
won’t contrast well with the field) blowing trumpets Or,
three roses proper.”

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Melcon, Apellidos Castellano-Leoneses page 92 under

Pontius dates Maria Ponz to 1207.  Withycombe page 148
under Helena gives Elena as a form used in England after
the Norman Conquest.  The name was from St. Helena the
mother of emperor Constantine died 338.  Tibon page 156
under Elena refers to her as Santa Elena.  Page 219 of Tibon
is not Santa Elena but a picture of St. Fructuoso.  The page
references to Tibon don’t match.  Page 485 under Santo just
gives the definition of a saint and Santos refers to All Saints
Day.  De los Santos (of the saints) looks like a period name
but it couldn’t be documented or dated well from either
Melcon or Tibon.  Javier de Los Santos was registered
October 1990, Maria Teresa Ribeiro dos Santos April 1983,
and Antonio Miguel Santos de Borja April 1998.

[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Azure on a bend sinister argent
three roses proper between two angels addorsed argent
crined sable each playing a straight trumpet upraised Or.”
A rose proper is gules barbed vert and seeded Or.  Conflict
with Roseanna vom Meierei June 1991: “Azure, on a bend
sinister between two garbs argent, three roses azure.”  One
CD for changing the garbs to angels but nothing for changing
just the tincture of the tertiary roses.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  The spelling María is dated to the 16th C in Elsbeth

Anne Roth (mka: Kathy Van Stone), “16th-century Spanish
Women’s Names” (http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/
names/spanish.html).  The spelling Maria is dated to 1050-
1200 in Diego Mundoz (Robert Huff), “A Partial List of
Leonese and Castilian Given Names 1050-1200” (http://
www.panix.com/~mittle/ names/diego/remy.html, 1997,
1998; access date 9/18/98).

[Device]  Reblazon: Azure, on a bend sinister between an angel
argent crined sable playing a trumpet Or and another
contourny, three roses gules barbed and seeded proper. This
device has a complexity count of nine with six tinctures
and three types of charges. It would be vastly improved by
making the angels simply argent and the roses simply gules
(reducing the complexity to six). In any case, it conflicts
with Roseanna vom Meirei, “Azure, on a bend sinister
between two garbs argent, three roses azure.” Although there

is a CD for changing the type of the secondaries, the change
of tincture only of the tertiary roses is not enough to yield a
second CD.

————————————————————————
17. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Returned for conflicts with Morganthe of Nordwache
and Roseanna vom Meirei, for a complexity count of nine,
and for the non-period postures and tinctures of the angels.  It
was agreed that putting both angels into the same posture and
one single tincture would go a long way to address the last two
problems.
————————————————————————

18.  Mor Loft  (Middleford)
resub device; name regi 04/90; Or, a phoenix sable rising from

flames gules and on a chief rayonny sable a bow fesswise
surmounted by two arrow inverted in saltire Or.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  This device is clear of but very similar to Jaffré Hébert

August 1993: “Or, a phoenix sable rising from flames gules,
on a chief sable three crescents argent.”

————————————————————————
18. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

19.  Reginleif Ragnarsdottir  (Steppes)
resub device; name reg 07/98; Or chape gules, a raven azure.

[Retiarius note:  no comments were submitted for this item.
IE, this space intentionally left blank.]

————————————————————————
19. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.  [Asterisk:  Silence implies
consent.]
————————————————————————

20.  Robin Anderson of Ross  (Bryn Gwlad)
resub device; name reg 04/99; Azure, on a roundel argent a

dove migrant sable, in chief three daisies argent.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Azure on a plate a dove migrant

sable in chief three daisies argent.”  Kateryn of Falconkeep
January 1995: Azure, on a plate a falcon displayed sable, a
base embattled argent.  This should be clear by a change in
the type and number of charges on the field.

————————————————————————
20. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————
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21.  Sigen Fridriksdottir  (Northkeep)
new badge; name reg 01/96; Fieldless, on a thor’s hammer

azure a roundel argent.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “(Fieldless) Within the head of

a Thor’s hammer azure a plate.”  [Asterisk:  I think anything
“within” a hammerhead would be imbedded and invisible.
Charges would be visible only if “within” hollow things
like bordures, annulets, etc.]

————————————————————————
21. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

REACTIVATED PENDS:

1. Cecile die Ärtztin (Gate’s Edge)
New Badge from ILOI0699.  Pended 0899 for

consultation with submitter about lack of internal detail
causing lack of idetifiability.

Submitter has agreed to addition of enough internal detail
to show that this is in fact a heraldic dolphin with bat
wings.  The forms have been updated and this item will be
Forwarded to Laurel in LoI0999.

2. Stargate, Barony of
New Badge from ILOI0599.  Pended 0799 to

find documentation of period horseshoe nails.  This
documentation has been found:  John Clark in “The
Medieval Horse and its Equipment c. 1150 – c. 1450, The
Medieval finds from excavations in London #5” (1995,
ISBN 011-290485-8) on p. 85 describes horseshoe nails
found with either semicircular or trapizoidal heads, and
points that were either symetrical or chisel-edged.  Copies
will be made and matched to all forms, and this item will
be Forwarded to Laurel in LoI0999.

Fasttracked Returns 1099

1) Ulric von Mendersham (Mendersham)
Gyronny of eight
Or and Gules a
Norse serpent
nowed sable.

College Action:
Device:  This must be returned for the use of a
zoomorphic beast, the Norse serpent.  A Laurel precedent
was established in the May 1998 LoAR, returning device
of Thyra Thorkillsdottir: “Finally, after the October 1998
Laurel meeting we will no longer register zoomorphic
beasts of any kind.”

Draconarius’s precedents under “Tree”), they’re all trees,
so there’s not *substantial* difference.  More briefly, there’s
difference, but not enough for X.2 — “substantial” difference
is stronger than CD difference (RfS X.4.e).

X.2 says that *all* of the charges have to be substan-
tially changed.  Both of the last examples also conflict “with
‘Per chevron gules and argent, two mullets and a fir tree
counterchanged’ because not *all* of the charges have been
substantially changed.”.

Most cases are clear-cut.  A rock is substantially differ-
ent from a lion.  Two roses are substantially different from two
owls.  Three crescents are substantially different from three
roundels.

Beasts?  “[Three bear’s heads erased] Rule X.2 applies
between most types of beast head, just as it does between most
types of beast.  This is clear of such armories as [three buck’s
heads erased].”: see Damon the Grim, LoAR of October, 1992,
in Bruce Draconarius’s precedents under “DIFFERENCE —
Armory, Substantial”.  Unicorn and dragon?  Substantial dif-
ference: Joanna Sparhawke, LoAR of October, 1992, same pre-
cedents.

But what about a wingless wyvern versus a dragon?  Not
substantially different: Lindorm Ericksson Blad, LoAR of June,
1994, in Da’ud’s third precedents under “Difference (Substan-
tial)”.  (Removal of wings alone is not “substantial”.)  Chev-
ron versus chevron inverted?  Substantial: Alienor Llanfair,
LoAR of April, 1994, same precedents.  (Orientation appar-
ently *can* affect type for ordinaries; see pale versus bend
above.)  Unicorns and wolves, yes; sea-unicorns and sea-
wolves, no: Aifric N<i’> Fhaol<a’>in, LoAR of March, 1994,
same precedents.

There’s just no help for it.  For doubtful cases, it’s neces-
sary to have Da’ud ibn Auda’s and Bruce Draconarius’s prece-
dents.  (Order them from Free Trumpet Press; an order form
sometimes appears in the Gazette, and can also be found via
http://www.sca.org/heraldry).  Getting the electronic copy of

(Continued on page 19)

Difference of Primary Charges (From page 9)
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ACCEPTANCES

Katherine Mariana O’Malley. Name and device. Vert, on a
roundel Or between in cross four crosses bottony fitchy argent
a wolf rampant contourny sable.

Matilda Merryweather. Name (see RETURNS for device).

Morgan Cain. Name change from Morgan merch Rhys and
device. Per pale argent and azure, a pitcher gules.

Raedwulf Burke. Badge. Sable, in pale a hawk displayed and
two sabers in saltire argent.

Signy Gandalfsdottir. Device. Per chevron argent and azure,
two harps, soundboxes to center, sable and a swan naiant
contourny argent.

Simone Valery La Rousse. Name.

Stefan mac Thamhais. Alternate name Stephen MacThomas
(see RETURNS for badge).
Listed on the letter of intent as a name change, the forms clearly
indicated that the submitted name was an alternate name.

RETURNS

Ker Megan of Taransay. Device. Azure mullety, a winged
lion passant Or.

This device is being returned because there was no

ANSTEORRAN EXCERPTS FOR ILOI 0299 & 0399 - TAKEN FROM THE LAUREL LETTER
OF ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS DATED 9/28/99

RETURNS CONTINUED

mini-emblazon on the letter of intent.

Maria da Modena. Name.

This name is being returned for mundane conflict with Mary
of Modena (1658-1718), the wife of James II of England. She
has her own entry in the Encyclopedia Britannica.

Matilda Merryweather. Device. Per bend sinister wavy azure
and vert, a Latin cross bottony fitchy Or.

The device is returned for conflict with Launcelot de
Westwood, (reg. 9/73), Azure, a cross botonny fitchy Or.  There
is 1 CD for the field, but none for the difference in the crosses.

Rouland Blackwell. Device. Per pale gules and argent, six
roses counterchanged.

This is returned for using the restricted charge, the Tudor rose.
The two roses that lie on the line of division are per pale ar-
gent and gules, which is one form of the Tudor rose.

Steafan mac Thamhais. Badge. Azure, a talbot’s head erased
argent within a bordure rayonny Or.

Conflict with the Barony of the North Woods, Azure, a wolf’s
head couped argent vorant of a sun and in chief a laurel wreath
Or.  The emblazon shows that the sun is not large enough to be
significant so there is only a CD for the change of type of the
secondaries.

the latter’s precedents is wonderfully helpful, because
you can do a word search.  Having the electronic LoARs is
helpful for the same reason.  Sometimes, there simply *is* no
precedent.  When commenting, you sometimes have to give
your best guess, and suggest that the possible conflict be men-
tioned in the external Letter of Intent for the College of Arms
and Laurel to judge.

(By the way: RfS X.4.j.ii, under “Changes to Charges on
Charges”, uses a different definition of “simple”.  However, it
uses the *same* definition of “substantial”, giving a CD for
“in simple cases substantially changing the type of all of a group
of identical charges placed entirely on other charges”.)

To go back and summarize: RfS X.2 starts Simple ar-
mory does not conflict with other simple armory if the type of
every primary charge is substantially changed.

To determine if X.2 can clear conflict between two coats,
you must do these steps:

1.  Identify the primary charge
group in both arms.  (If one or both pieces of

Difference of Primary Charges (From page 18)
armory have no primary charge group, X.2
cannot give difference.)

2.  Determine the types of the pri-
mary charges on both arms.

3.  Are *both* designs X.2 simple,
using any of the three types of simpleness
defined by X.2?  If none of the three types
apply to just one of the coats, X.2 cannot give
difference between the two.

4.  Are *all* primaries on one piece
of armory *substantially* different in type
from *all* the primary charges on the other?
Note *substantial* and *all*.  If not, X.2
cannot give difference.

If X.2 gives difference, you’re done; they’re clear of con-
flict.  If X.2 does *not* give difference, you’re *not* done.
They might still be clear by RfS X.1 or X.4, so check them.

Daniel de Lincolia, 6 July 1998
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